## MBSE Initiative / Transformation Wrap Up

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **9:00-11:00 AM**: MBSE Initiative Update
   - **11:30-1:00 PM**: Lunch
   - **1:30-3:00 PM**: MBSE Reception
   - **3:30-5:00 PM**: MBSE Iniative Update & Look ahead

## Critical Infrastructure Protection & Recovery WG

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **9:00-10:30 AM**: MBSE for UAS Applications (Steve Maine, CACI)
   - **10:30-12:00 PM**: Digital Engineering Information Exchange Mid (Mark Sampson)

## Opening: Transformation Initiative/Vision

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **9:00-10:30 AM**: ISO 42010 Architecture (James Martin)

## Opening: MBSE Initiative Update

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **9:00-10:30 AM**: MBSE/DE/SERC Update

## Critical Infrastructure Protection & Recovery Workshop 10:00-12:00

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **10:00-12:00 PM**: Digital Ecosystem (DECO) Update (V)
   - **10:00-12:00 PM**: MBSE Tools Database Update (V)
   - **10:00-12:00 PM**: DEIX WG Planning Meeting

## Digital Engineering Information Exchange Mid (Mark Sampson)

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **10:00-12:00 PM**: Digital Engineering Information Exchange Mid (Mark Sampson)

## Lunch

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **12:00-2:00 PM**: Lunch

## Lightening session(s)

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **2:30-4:30 PM**: ISO 63319 Unified Reference Model for smart manufacturing (Richard Martin)
   - **2:30-4:30 PM**: MBSE/DE/SERC Update

## MBSE Tools (Workshop Update (V))

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **3:30-5:30 PM**: MBSE Tools (Workshop Update (V))

## AI for SE Working Group

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **3:30-5:30 PM**: AI for SE Working Group

## CIPR WG Update

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **3:30-5:30 PM**: CIPR WG Update

## Simulation WG

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **3:30-5:30 PM**: Simulation WG

## MBSE Reception

1. **Monday, January 30**
   - **6:30-8:30 PM**: MBSE Reception
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